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BUILDING
THE
FUTURE

TRADITION
AMBITION
VISION

A WORLD LEADING PIONEER WITH
A GLOBAL MARKET PRESENCE
RANDEK DEVELOP AND PRODUCE INNOVATIVE HIGH-PERFORMANCE MACHINES
AND COMPLETE SYSTEMS FOR EFFICIENT
PREFAB HOUSE MANUFACTURING. WITH
TOP TECHNICAL SKILLS AND PROGRESSIVE THINKING OF AUTOMATED SOLUTIONS,
RANDEK PRODUCTS AND SERVICES ARE
DEMANDED ON A GLOBAL MARKET.

THE COMPANY

The patented machines are manufactured at our top modern
plant in Sweden and are supplied to leading prefab house
manufactures worldwide. Production conditions and
demands for capacity are the cornerstones for layout and
configuration. We install, do start up and test for all delivered
plants with our own staff, regardless of location.
Randek have been the leading force of the development for
short processing and to safeguard high quality since the
1940´s. You get a responsive partner for a complete solution
from finance to start up and support.
SECURITY

We offer agreement of running service support. Support is
made via internet by a Randek technician. Software support
is dealt with directly via the customers internal system.
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1940–1980

THE
PAST
RANDEK HAS DELIVERED
HIGH PERFORMANCE
WOODWORKING
MACHINERY TO HOUSE
MANUFACTURERS IN
NEARLY FORTY COUNTRIES
ON FOUR CONTINENTS.
WHILE OUR CUSTOMERS MAY NOT HAVE
HEARD OF THE LITTLE PLACE, OR EVEN
THE COUNTRY WE CALL HOME. OUR
REASONS FOR BEING HERE HAVE A
COMPLETELY NATURAL EXPLANATION.

The Swedish forest

Half of Sweden is working forest lands that
are carefully managed to yield some of the
worlds finest quality timber. Sweden has a long
tradition of building wooden houses and has
always looked for ways to build high quality,
well insulated houses using our slow growing
timber. The dream of owning one’s own home,
was made possible by our wood industry that
pioneered the methods of using machine
production to produce affordable buildings
assembled by using prefabricated elements.
Randek began in the 1940s, as demand for
factory production of wooden houses took off.
We were the first to specialize in this part of the
industry and we have constantly improved our
machines to increase capacity and efficiency.
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1940–1980 THE PAST

300,000
HOUSES IN
30 YEARS
WE MADE AND DELIVERED
SAWS, MILLING AND CUTTING
EQUIPMENT, AND ENTIRE
SYSTEMS FOR AUTOMATED
MANUFACTURING FOR ALL
OF THE SWEDISH HOUSE
MANUFACTURERS IN THIS TIME.

Between 1950 and 1980, 300,000 wooden houses were manufactured by Randek customers in
Sweden. Myresjöhus was one of the pioneers then
and they remain a creative sounding board for
our design team today.
In the 1970s, Denmark, Norway, Germany and
Finland all became interested in the ideas that
Swedish industry was using to speed up and
improve the way houses could be built by using
factory production systems. Randek solutions
were exported to neighboring countries, on to
Russia, and the rest of the world.

TRADITIONS
Halvar Nordh was involved
in constructing our first
“småblockslinje” (small block
system) in the 1950s. His
grandson, Thomas Nordh,
continues to develop innovations
for Randek today.

”AS FAR AS I
KNOW, THERE IS
STILL NO OTHER
COMPANY THAT
DELIVERS
THE ENTIRE
SOLUTION.”

Another pioneer

Christopher Hultberg became Production
Engineering Manager at Myresjöhus in
1970, and oversaw the first automated house
production system. He is one of Sweden’s
pioneers of prefabrication.

”Working together with Randek has been great,
we’ve worked hard to develop automated machines
and systems that were completely new to the
industry at the time. Randek stood behind the
construction of all the machines they built for us.
As far as I know, there is still no other company
that delivers the entire solution.”
— Christopher Hultberg
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THE
PRESENT
THE SWEDISH TRADITION OF BUILDING
WITH HIGH LEVELS OF AUTOMATION
HAS SPREAD. TODAY RANDEK IS THE
WORLD’S FOREMOST SUPPLIER OF
HIGH PERFORMANCE MACHINES AND
COMPLETE SYSTEMS FOR EFFICIENT
PRODUCTION OF BUILDINGS USING
FACTORY METHODS OF PRODUCTION.

90%

We generate profits for clients

As pioneers on the drawing board

Randek’s systems are developed and serviced
though our worldwide network of of dealers,
technicians and mechanics. Our customers buy
simplicity, reliability, higher output, greater productivity as well as improved profitability and a
better final product. Before Randek shakes hands
on a deal, we present a clear calculus.

Randek’s Auto Wall is a customizable system for
high volume production of wall elements. Each
station in the line is designed to use a standard
technical platform, reducing the number of
unique components. Our systems use standard
components that are readily available all over the
world. This sensible approach minimizes costly
repairs and makes maintenance easier.

We can deliver individual machines in a month.
The commissioning of a larger system can take
between 6 and 18 months to develop, produce
and test.
Not once have we missed the deadline for a
delivery.
The world’s fastest wall line

In 1992, we were challenged to automate wall
production for a large US homebuilder. The
customer wanted high production capacity, cost
effectiveness, and production flexibility all within a system that was easy to use. Our solution
was our “Auto Wall System”, the world’s fastest,
most efficient system. Auto Wall can produce 150
meters (490 L.F.) per hour.
The world’s fastest wall line also came with probably the world’s shortest pay-off time. In a single
year, this customer claims to have paid for their
investment, and the following year we sold five
more Auto Wall lines.

Our entire range is designed to work together to
create systems that can be scaled and combined
to allow production of a wide variety of building
components, including, floor elements, different
wall types, roof panels as well as trusses. The
basic working principles we’ve invented, can
be adapted and customized to many individual
situations. We can changing the degree of automation to fit the desired output requirements and
our design team excels at working closely with
our customers to create new solutions.

WALL PER HOUR
(490 L.F.)

150m

OF OUR
PRODUCTS ARE
EXPORTED FROM
OUR FACTORY IN
FALKENBERG.

COMPLETE
SYSTEM
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THE PRESENT

SWEDISH
QUALITY
THAT
LASTS
RANDEK HAS SET SEVERAL WORLD RECORDS IN
PRODUCTION CAPACITY WITH OUR MACHINES AND
SYSTEMS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF PREFABRICATED
ELEMENTS FOR ROOFS, WALLS AND FLOORS.

Patented

We’re responsible for many leading innovations
which deserve the patents we’ve been awarded.
For example, our Butterfly Table was invented in
1963. Simple and manual, but absolutely brilliant.
Turning wall elements is a basic process in all
modern production facilities. Many of our “firsts”
have become standard across the industry.
Our “Complete System”, introduced automation
concepts which have been widely imitated because of their flexibility. Myresjöhus in Småland,
was our first, in 1985, and is still in operation.
These principles have undergone generational
improvements as automation technology advances. The system can handle insulation using the
CAD/CAM system. No other company offers this
functionality.
Our innovation The AutoEye truss press has revolutionized production of roof trusses by using
optical technology to guide the robotic selection,
positioning and pressing of nail plates.

BUTTERFLY WALL TABLE

Service
> Service of machines
> Troubleshooting via
remote connection
> Mechanics in place
> Spareparts in stock
worldwide
> Software update
> Global support
> Expandible Systems
> Financing

Enterprise Automation

Over the years we have become specialists in optimizing material flow and production efficiency.
We offer a consulting service to help our clients
develop technical specifications and layouts. We
also study the relationship between machine capacity, labor hours and analyze how automation
will impact productivity.
We often get invitations to visit facilities
throughout the world. It is always enjoyable and
rewarding.

AUTOEYE
TRUSS SYSTEM

RANDEK
IN THE
WORLD

NUMBER HOUSING STARTS IN THE
WORLD WHERE RANDEK’S SYSTEMS
ARE IN THE PRODUCTION LINE:

>1,000,000
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RANDEK MACHINE
DELIVERYS
THROUGH THE
YEARS
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OUR PRODUCTS

ZEROLABOR
ROBOTIC SYSTEM
THE FIRST ROBOT SYSTEM FOR HIGH EFFCIENCY PRODUCTION OF TRUSS, WALL AND
FLOOR ELEMENTS. THE SYSTEM IS COMPACT
AND CAN BE CONFIGURED AND INTEGRATED
FOR PRODUCTION LINES. CAD SUPPORTED.

Capacity: Modern flexible system with high
capacity. Fully automated.
Functionality: Fully automated operation.
Handle the complete production cycle for open
and closed walls. Board handling, nailing, drilling, milling, cutting, marking, gluing and spars,
direct automated recycle/waste handling.
Quality: Highest quality.
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OUR PRODUCTS

AUTOWALL
SYSTEM
THE WORLD’S FASTEST AND MOST ADVANCED SYSTEM FOR PRODUCTION OF OPEN WALL ELEMENTS.
THE SYSTEM HAS TOP LEVEL AUTOMATION WITH
RECORD CAPACITY. CAD SUPPORTED.
Production capacity: 100 - 150 meters of wall
per hour. World record!
Functionality: The system has a high level
of automation and handle frequent variations
of wall heights, thickness and length without
manual handling. Alignment of wall elements.
Automatic joining of top and bottom plate,
stud feeding, nailing, drilling, milling cutting,
board cutting, noggin handling, stud alignment, robot integration, framing station, stacking,
crown-check, stud cutting, stud drilling and
marking. Fast transport between stations,
trough frequency modulation.
Flexibility: Advanced technical base platform
that can be configured adapted to all production
needs.
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OUR PRODUCTS

OUR PRODUCTS

AUTOFLOOR
SYSTEM

AUTO EYE
TRUSS SYSTEM

THE WORLDS MOST ADVANCED SYSTEM FOR
PRODUCTION OF FLOOR ELEMENTS, FLOOR
CASSETTES, ROOF CEILINGS AND ROOF ELEMENTS. AS WELL FOR CLOSED ELEMENTS.
CAD-/CAM OPERATED.

REVOLUTIONARY SYSTEM THAT CHANGED
THE TRUSS MANUFACTURING INDUSTRY. CAN
PICK, POSITION AND PRESS NAIL
PLATES, WITH ZERO SETUP TIME.

Production capacity: 70 - 90 square meters
per hour. World record!

Quality: Handle all types of truss inside min-/
max- frames for length, height and thickness.

Production capacity: The system has a high
level of automation. Automatic cutting, gluing
and milling for hvac and electrical installations.
Cutting for door and window frames. Automatic
marking for placing of inside walls, Board handling incl. of recess and sheet pile handling Flexible
and open CAD operated jig system for all types of
element.

Automation: Automatic production process with
press, positioning and placing of nail plates incl.
automatic control system for placing of nail plates.
Automatic stacking of trusses.
Capacity: High performance truss production
with a time cycle of nine seconds per nail plate
pairing.

Flexibility: Advanced technical base platform that
can be configured adapted to all production needs.
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COMPLETE
SYSTEM
ADVANCED SYSTEM FOR HIGH EFFICIENCY
PRODUCTION OF INSULATED AND CLOSED WALLS.
CAD/CAM SUPPORT WITH GRAPHIC INSTRUCTIONS
FOR OPERATORS AT EVERY UNIT.

Automation level: Fully automatic operation.
The system handles frequent changes of wall
heights, thickness and length without manual
handling. Alignment of wall elements. Joining of
top and bottom plate, stud feeding, nailing, drilling,
milling and cutting. Insulation handling system
with transport, cutting and feeding of insulation.
High velocity transport between stations due to
frequency modulation.
Capacity: High performance with possibility to
adapt automation level to chosen capacity, with
two or more stations.
Security: Light curtain guard and guard rail on
nailing bridge and encasing if needed.
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OUR PRODUCTS

OUR PRODUCTS

FLEXIRANGE

TRUSS SYSTEM NT

GREAT FLEXIBILITY, EFFICIENCY AND QUALITY IN A
LIMITED SPACE. A PROFESSIONAL SEMIAUTOMATIC
SYSTEM OF MACHINES THAT CAN BE COMBINED FOR
THE CUSTOMERS NEED. NOT CAD OPERATED.

Proven quality: Flexi Range is a range of
machines with top quality. Guarantee 30 years of
safe and sustainable production.
Machines: Framingstation FM1000/FM1000TS,
Framing table FT1000/2000, Nailingbridge
NB1000F, transport system.
Flexibility: Configuration according to productivity demands.
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FLEXIBLE PRESS PLANT FOR TRUSS PRODUCTION
AIDED BY HOIST, C-STRAP PRESS AND MOVEABLE
STEEL FIXTURES AGAINST A STEEL FLOOR. RELIABLE
CLASSIC THAT WAS FIRST INTRODUCED IN THE 1960´S.

Capacity: From 23 to 50 metric ton.
Flexibility: Hoist (e.g wall mounted crane, column mounted crane, overhead crane, light overhead crane) selected according to the design of
the plant and which type steel sheets to be used.
Robust hydraulic press together with a C-formed
construction gives a good work flow.
Additionals: Gripper, exenter fastener and head
fitting that form and fix the truss to the correct
design.
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OUR PRODUCTS

OUR PRODUCTS

BUTTERFLY TABLE
BS20/BS40
OUR FIRST INVENTION FROM 1963 AND STILL
GOING STRONG. CLASSIC MODEL FOR PREFAB
MANUFACTURERS.
FLEXIBLE SYSTEM FOR PRODUCTION OF
WALLS, FLOOR AND GABLE ENDS.

CUT SAW SP720
RELIABLE CUT SAW THAT HITHERTO BEEN DELIVERED
TO PREFAB MANUFACTURERS IN 30 COUNTRIES.
NIMBLE. EASY TO USE, EXACT AND EFFICIENT
WITH FLEXIBLE CONFIGURATION POSSIBILITIES.

BS20

BS40

Flexibility: Can be used as a freestanding worktable as well as in a production line. Length from
6 to 12m.
Functionality: Pneumatic, hydraulic or motorized alignment for all types of components.
Hydraulic turning for safe and efficient handling
of elements. Upright position 90° (turning mode)
and 80° (erection mode)

Functionality: Semiautomatic saw with alignment. The blade turns from 0° till 360° and has
a gradient from 90° till 28° which allows all saw
notches needed. Can be combined with stacker,
picker, joiner and millers.
Capacity: Can cut multiple stacks of timber
details simultaneously. Computer controlled resulting in fast adjustment.

Additionals: Fittings and equipment.
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BUILDING
THE
FUTURE
HEATING FOR BUILDINGS ACCOUNTS FOR
40 PERCENT OF TOTAL ENERGY CONSUMED
IN SWEDEN. SWEDISH CONSTRUCTION
COMPANIES ARE BEHIND MANY ENERGY SAVING
TECHNOLOGIES. RANDEK REMAINS WITH THEM
AND IS BUILDING THE FUTURE.
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RANDEK HAS
PIONEERED THIS
INDUSTRY. OUR VISION
IS TO REMAIN THE WORLD’S
MOST INNOVATIVE COMPANY IN
HOUSE PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY.

The Swedish model

An automated craftsmanship

Randek develops and delivers high-performance
machines and systems to all of the manufacturers of wooden houses in Sweden. These firms
have developed and perfected production methods to shorten the building process while maintaining high quality. The houses are supplied in
complete, high value building elements - energy
efficient walls, floors and roofs. Everything is
prepared in the factory, to allow quickly installation on the jobsite.

Swedish Building Technology is recognized
around the world. Randek is the most important
technology provider to this industry. We’ve partnered with our customers to create the worlds
most energy and labor efficient buildings in the
world. Our core approach is to use standardization in a flexible way. An infinite number of
different building elements can be manufactured
using our technology, and no two houses need to
be exactly alike.

IKEA is another well known Swedish company
famous for selling flat pack furniture worldwide.
Working with Skanska it has now introduced a
functional and affordable wooden house concept
known as BoKlok (Live Smart). Guess who they
chose to design the machines in their factory?

Randek is driving innovation all the time. We
believe that it is our long experience that allow us
to to be visionary.
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THE PIONEERS
1940
Operations started
in Sweden.

RANDEK HAS PIONEERED
INNOVATIVE AUTOMATION
SOLUTIONS FOR CUSTOMERS
IN PREFABRICATED HOUSE

1960

1963

1965

1968

1972

1977

1985

Dream of one’s own house.
A million new homes were
built in Sweden in the decade
following 1965. Randek was
an essential partner in the automation of the prefabricated
house industry.

The “Butterfly” turn table is
invented. This turning table is
still the basic machine needed
to effectively build wall, floor
and roof elements. Fischer
Haus in Germany, orders one
of the first turn tables. They
still use it.

The Beatles release the hit
single Help. Randek releases
a crosscut saw that helps with
straight, oblique and tilted
cuts. The saw is the first generation of the 720 series, which
is still used in more than 25
countries worldwide.

Tongue and groove panels are
often replaced by different
types of sheet materials. Increasingly large wall elements
are manufactured and new
types of insulation is introduced. Randek invented the
fully automatic nailing bridge
for wall elements to facilitate
the work.

The oil crisis was just around
the corner, but house factories
were still booming. A machine
that sped up framing as needed. Randek invented a framing
station which became the industry standard for production
line wall elements.

Customers in the German market wanted more flexibility in
a smaller space. We delivered
our first Flexi Range. A system
of Randek machines that are
combined to suit the customer’s individual needs.

Apple released the Macintosh
computer to people in 1984. The
following year we were the first in
the world to connect our machines
directly to the CAD/CAM drawing system, which meant that the
machines produced wall elements
directly from the computer drawing.
Myresjöhus was the client and the
production line was churning out
thousands of houses, still used today
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Can you render walls systematically and automatically? German Finger Haus challenged
us and we developed the first
automatic CAD / CAM Stucco
System. 15 years later they
ordered another system.

World Record! World’s fastest
wall production system called
Auto Wall Systems and developed the first step for the US
market. Our clients ordered
two lines, and their investment
was recovered in less than a
year. Perhaps also a record.

After the world record in the
US and many successful deliveries of production systems
for wall elements, in the US
market, We also developed a
system for floor elements.
Auto Floor!

Individual preferences, such as
custom wall heights, making the houses more or less
tailored. In order to produce
efficiently, we developed a
system which automatically
picks studs from the correct
timber packages and feeds the
production lines.

Revolution in the truss industry! World’s first system that
can pick, position and press
nail plates automatically with
zero setup time. Randek
AutoEye is launched.

The framing station has been
updated and is now the first
system in the world which
feeds, cuts and nail noggins on
to the framework. Trimming
cut saw for direct cutting of
frames and crown check function. The system is now future
adapted and ready for robots.

Here comes the robots! ZeroLabor Robotic is the world’s
first robotic system for production of varying sizes of open
and closed walls, truss and
floor elements. Highly efficient
fully automated production
process. Including automated
recycle and waste handling.

The robots make its entry into
framing stations. The robot’s task
is to pick the stud and noggin
from the noggin handler and place it in the framing station which
nails the noggin into the frame
work. This system can handle
double, L and U studs automatically. Highly efficient.
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